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Abstract
It is shown that a globally convergent zero 1nding method named the numerical integration error method
(NIEM) can be applied to functions in a certain class of analytic functions including exponential type. Some
results of numerical experiments are given.
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1. Introduction
Zero-1nding problem of analytic functions is developed rather recently in the history of zero-1nding
of functions. There are some globally convergent methods in practical use [2,3], the ideas of which
are essentially based on those of Delves and Lyness [3]. They pursue zeros successfully but not
so rapidly by enclosing into smaller regions step by step through certain searching processes.
Let h(z) = c0 + c1z + c2z2 + · · · have a simple smallest pole r1 then K?onig’s theorem states that
limn→∞ cn+1=cn=1=r1. This theorem has been extended and applied to zero-1nding theories too (cf.
[6]). It is easy to see that if h(z) =f′(z)=f(z) where f(z) is an analytic function with the smallest
zero z1 then cn approximates (1=n!)(1=zn+11 ). An approach using this fact directly to 1nd zeros of f(z)
is seen in [12]. Some results on zero-1nding methods for an analytic function f(z)=P(z) exp(Q(z)),
where P(z) is a polynomial, with locally higher-order convergent property are seen in [1,7,11], all of
which use the numerical integration along a closed curve. They need accurate values of the numerical
integration. We have proposed in [15] a new zero-1nding method named numerical integration error
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method (NIEM) (cf. [13,14]) for polynomials which uses the errors of the numerical integration. It
is globally convergent and the order of its convergence is locally m+1. In this paper we show that
our new method NIEM can be applied to zero-1nding for analytic functions of 1nite order: typical
one of 1nite order is an analytic function of exponential type, that is, f(z)=
∑N
k=1 pk(z)e
qk (z), where
pk’s and qk’s are polynomials.
Let f(z) be an analytic function with zeros {zk of multiplicity nk ; k = 1; 2; : : :}. In our theory
we use two values S and T obtained via numerical integration of the logarithmic derivative of f(z)
along a chosen circle with center : S is just corresponding to the sum of zeros of f(z) contained in
the circle. T corresponds to the number of zeros contained in the circle. The essentially used value
(T −n1)=T in our theory can be considered to be a relative error of T . It yields an approximation of
(− z1)m which is a similar value considered in K?onig’s theorem. But the situation of approximating
zeros in our theory is quite diJerent from those based on K?onig’s theorem, especially for analytic
functions. The feature of our method is the reducing process of exp(Q(z)) of f(z)=P(z) exp(Q(z))
by taking m points cyclotomically on a chosen circle. It is shown in the proof of lemma in Section
2 that if Q(z) is a polynomial then the inKuence of exp(Q(z)) is exactly reduced in our root-1nding
procedure whenever m¿ deg(Q). So, in order only to reduce the inKuence of exp(Q(z)) it is enough
to choose m=deg(Q)+1, which is not so large. It is why our theory is restricted to analytic functions
of 1nite order.
In Section 2 we explain on the theory of NIEM for analytic functions after giving the de1nition
of the order of analytic functions. Algorithm to compute a zero of f(z) and a way to get all zeros
within a de1nite circle is stated in Section 3. Some results of numerical experiments are given in
Section 4. Concluding remarks are in Section 5.
2. NIEM for analytic functions
Let f(z) be an analytic function. Put Mf(r)=max|z|=r |f(z)|, then we call =inf{k which satis1es
Mf(r)¡ exp(rk); r ¿ r0 for a certain r0} the order of f. The following theorem on the expansion
of an analytic function in in1nite product is important for our approach:
Hadamard’s Theorem (Titchmarsh [16]): If f(z) is an integral function of order , with zeros
z1; z2; : : : ; (f(0) = 0), then f(z)=P(z)eQ(z), where P(z) is the canonical product formed with zeros
of f(z), and Q(z) is a polynomial of degree not greater than .
Remark. We note down here the de1nition of the canonical product; P(z) =
∏∞
n=1 E(z=zn; p) where
E(u; p) = (1− u) exp(u+ u22 + · · ·+ u
p
p ) with p¡.
Let f(z) be an analytic function of order  with zeros zk of multiplicity nk ; k=1; 2; : : : : Taking m
points +eij; j=0; : : : ; m−1; =2=m on the complex plane which are shifted cyclotomically on
a circle C with center  and radius ||, we de1ne two values T = T (; ; m;f) and S = S(; ; m;f)
by
T = T (; ; m;f) =

m
m−1∑
j=0
f′(+ eij)
f(+ eij)
eij ∼ 1
2i
∮
C
f′(z)
f(z)
dz
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and
S = S(; ; m;f) =
2
m
m−1∑
j=0
f′(+ eij)
f(+ eij)
e2ij ∼ 1
2i
∮
C
f′(z)(z − )
f(z)
dz:
We have the following representation formulas for T and S.
Lemma 1. If m = (zk − )m for all k, then we have, for m¿,
T (; ; m;f) =
∞∑
k=1
nk
1− ((zk − )=)m and S(; ; m;f) =
∞∑
k=1
nk(zk − )
1− ((zk − )=)m :
Proof. Hadamard’s theorem means that the following sum is uniformly convergent in any 1nite
region (cf. [16]):
logf(z) =
∞∑
n=1
[
log
(
1− z
zn
)
+
z
zn
+
(
z
zn
)2/
2 + · · ·+
(
z
zn
)p/
p
]
:
So, also is
d
dz
logf(z) =
f′(z)
f(z)
=
∞∑
n=1
[ −1
zn − z + (z
p−1
n + z
p−2
n z + · · ·+ zp−1)=zpn
]
:
Moreover,
∑∞
k=1 |zk |−m converges for m¿.
Put = 2=m. Denoting gk(z) = (z
p−1
k + z
p−2
k z + · · ·+ zp−1)=zpk , we have
T =

m
∞∑
k=1
m−1∑
j=0
[ −1
zk − (+ eij) + gk(+ e
ij)
]
eij:
Because
∑m−1
j=0 e
iljeij=0 for 06 l¡m, we have
∑m−1
j=0 gk(+e
ij)eij=0 for all k. On the other
hand,

m
m−1∑
j=0
−1
zk − (+ eij) e
ij =
1
1− ((zk − )=)m
is derived by a manipulation. Sum of these values converges because
∑∞
k=1 1=|zk |m does for m¿.
Hence we have T (; ; m;f) =
∑∞
k=1 nk=(1− ((zk − )=)m).
We can prove the second equality by the similar way.
Let zk be numbered according to the distance from , that is, |z1−|6 |z2−|6 : : : : We denote
$k=zk−; k=1; 2; : : : : If |$1|¡ |$2|, expressing T=n1=(1−($1=)m)+% with %=
∑∞
k=2 nk=(1−($k=)m),
we can solve $1 = ((T − n1 − %)=(T − %))1=m. So we can expect that if |%| is small then one
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of + ((T − n1)=T )1=m is a good approximation of z1. Since
T =
∞∑
k=1
nk
1− ($k=)m =
n1
1− ($1=)m
{
1 +
∞∑
k=2
nk
n1
1− ($1=)m
1− ($k=)m
}
=
n1
1− ($1=)m
{
1 +
∞∑
k=2
nk
n1
(
$1
$k
)m 1− (=$1)m
1− (=$k)m
}
;
putting
&=
∞∑
k=2
nk
n1
(
$1
$k
)m 1− (=$1)m
1− (=$k)m ;
we have
T − n1
T
=
($1

)m{
1 +
(

$1
)m
&
}
{1 + &}−1:
Choosing a proper branch in the complex plane, we have the following equality:
+ 
(
T − n1
T
)1=m
− z1 = $1
[(
1 +
(

$1
)m
&
)1=m( 1
1 + &
)1=m
− 1
]
:
Let
R(m) =
∞∑
k=2
∣∣∣∣$2$k
∣∣∣∣
m nk
1− | $k |m
:
Obviously, if m¿m′ then R(m)¡R(m′).
Because
&=
∞∑
k=2
nk
n1
(
$1
$k
)m 1− (=$1)m
1− (=$k)m =
(
$1
$2
)m 1− (=$1)m
n1
∞∑
k=2
(
$2
$k
)m nk
1− (=$k)m ;
we have
|&|¡
∣∣∣∣$1$2
∣∣∣∣
m |1− ( $1 )m|
n1
R(m):
Thus we have the following theorem via a similar analysis used for the corresponding theorem for
a polynomial in [15].
Theorem 2. If ||¡ |$1|¡ |$2| then, taking a positive integer N ¿ such that | $1$2 |N ¡ 12 , the fol-
lowing inequality holds for m¿N :
min
∣∣∣∣∣+ 
(
T − n1
T
)1=m
− z1
∣∣∣∣∣6 4|$1|n1m R(N )
∣∣∣∣$1$2
∣∣∣∣
m
:
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Here, min in LHS is taken over m values on the branches in the complex plane corresponding to
the power 1=m.
We add a remark on the convergence of %.
Remark. We know that zeros of an analytic function do not accumulate in any 1nite region. Since
that |zk − |¡ |zk+1 − |¡ · · · → ∞ means |zk | → ∞ as k → ∞, there exists an integer N0 such
that 2¡ 12 |zk |¡ |zk − | holds for k ¿N0. Because |$2|¿ |$1|¿ || we have 2¡ 12 |zk=|m¡ |$k=|m
and |1− ($k=)m|¿ |$k=|m − 1¿ 14 |zk=|m for k ¿N0. So
|%|6
N0∑
k=2
∣∣∣∣ nk1− ($k=)m
∣∣∣∣+
∞∑
k=N0+1
∣∣∣∣ nk1− ($k=)m
∣∣∣∣
6
N0∑
k=2
∣∣∣∣ nk1− ($k=)m
∣∣∣∣+ (4||)m
∞∑
k=N0+1
1
|zk |m
shows the convergence of % for m¿ because it is known in [16] that
∑∞
k=1 1=|zk |m is convergent
for m¿.
Replacing  by this approximation, we can have an algorithm for the locally convergent iterative
method of order m+ 1 to compute zeros of f.
Moreover, we have another value + S=T which gives a good approximation for multiple zeros.
Theorem 3 (cf. Muto [10]). Assume that f(z) satis5es the following two conditions: (1) 0¡ |z1−
|; ||¡r; (2) mink =1 |zk − |¿ r1¿r. Then, putting ( =max{||; |z1 − |} and
R1(m) =
∞∑
k=2
∣∣∣∣$2$k
∣∣∣∣
m−1 nk
1− |=$k |m
we have∣∣∣∣z1 −
(
+
S
T
)∣∣∣∣6 R1(m)(|$2|+ 1)1− 2( (r1 )mR1(m)
(
(
r1
)m
provided 2
(
(
r1
)m
R1(m)¡ 1:
This theorem can be proved by estimating following three terms A; B and C in the equality
z1 −
(
+
S
T
)
= C
$1A− B
1− CA
just as is seen in [10]. Here we put
A=−
∑
k =1
nk
1− ($k=)m ; B=−
∑
k =1
nk$k
1− ($k=)m and C =
1− ($1=)m
n1
:
Global convergence. Theorem 2 suggests that we can have an iteration formula which converges
for almost all initial values. We have proved in [14] that NIEM for polynomials is exactly globally
convergent. Globally convergent property of NIEM for analytic functions can be assured using the
following proposition.
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Before we state Proposition 4, we should note that, putting m0¿,
Pm =
∣∣∣∣1− ($1=)mn1
∣∣∣∣
∞∑
k=1
∣∣∣∣ nk1− ($k=)m
∣∣∣∣
converges for all m¿m0, because T =
∑∞
k=1 nk=[1 − ($k=)m] is absolutely convergent for m¿.
Moreover we can see easily that when m0 is 1xed then there exists n0 such that Pm¡Pm0 for all
m¿m0 + n0.
Proposition 4. Put P = Pm0 . Take m¿m0 + n0 and let a= (P(q+ 1) + 1)
1=m for q¿ 1. If∣∣∣∣T − 11− q2
∣∣∣∣¿
∣∣∣∣ q1− q2
∣∣∣∣ then
∣∣∣∣z1 − 
∣∣∣∣¡a:
Proof. It is easy to see that if |(zk − )=|¿a for all k then |T |¡ 1=(1 + q) holds, because
|T |=
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
k=1
nk
1− ($k=)m
∣∣∣∣∣6
∣∣∣∣ n11− ($1=)m
∣∣∣∣P6 1am − 1 P = PP(q+ 1) + 1− 1 = 11 + q :
So if |(zk − )=|¿a for all k then∣∣∣∣T − 11− q2
∣∣∣∣6 |T |+ 1q2 − 16 11 + q + 1q2 − 16 qq2 − 1 :
Theorem 5. For / (0¡/¡ 1) and q16 1¡q2 there exists a number m such that min|+ ((T −
n1)=T )1=m − z1|¡/|z1 − | holds provided that q1¡ |(T − n1)=T |¡q2. Moreover there exits m0
such that
min
∣∣∣∣∣+ 
(
T − n1
T
)1=m
− z1
∣∣∣∣∣¡/|z1 − |
holds for m¿m0 whenever q1¡ |(T − n1)=T |¡q2 is satis5ed.
The proof can be accomplished by almost the same way with that for polynomials [14]. Here we
will describe the essential part of it in order to show how the convergent process works.
Sketch of the proof. Let q = |(T − n1)=T |; a = (P(q2 + 1) + 1)1=m and r = |$1=|, then we have
1¡r¡a from Proposition 4. Put
bk =
nk
1− ($k=)m then
T − n1
T
=
∑
bk − n1∑
bk
=
b1($1=)m +
∑
k =1 bk∑
bk
:
So, denoting
T − n1
T
=
($1

)m
Ym
(
− 
m
¡ arg Y ¡

m
)
;
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we have ((T − n1)=T )1=m = {$1=Y eil2=m; l= 1; : : : ; m} and
q1=m =
∣∣∣∣∣
(
T − n1
T
)1=m∣∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣$1

Y
∣∣∣ :
Here we should note that |Y |= q1=m=r and that
min
{∣∣∣∣∣+ 
(
T − n1
T
)1=m
− z1
∣∣∣∣∣
}
= |$1|min
l
∣∣1− Y eil2=m∣∣ :
In order to study minl |1− Y eil2=m| we have only to concern with l such that 0∈{arg(Y eil2=m) | −
=m¡ arg Y ¡=m}. Hence,
min
l
|1− Y eil2=m|6 sup
|2|¡=m
|1− |Y |(cos 2+ i sin 2)|
= sup
|2|¡=m
√
(1− |Y |cos 2)2 + |Y |2 sin2 2
= sup
|2|¡=m
√
(1− |Y |)2 + 2|Y |(1− cos 2)
= sup
|2|¡=m
√
(1− |Y |)2 + 2|Y |2 sin2 2
2
¡
√
(1− |Y |)2 + 4|Y |(=2m)2
=
√
(1− q1=m=r)2 +
( 
m
)2
q1=m=r:
It is easy to see that if we take m large enough
√
(1− q1=m=r)2 + (=m)2q1=m=r ¡/ is satis1ed for
1¡r¡a and q1¡q¡q2.
Theorem 2 shows that our theory yields locally convergent algorithm of order m + 1 if  is
situated properly satisfying |z1 − |¡ |z2 − | because R(N ) is bounded for m¿. In the case of
|z1 − | ∼ |z2 − |, Theorem 5 shows that there exists at least a better approximation of a zero if
we choose m large enough. Theorems 2 and 5 mean that there exists a better approximation of a
zero than the preceding one among mn1 values of { + ((T − i)=T )1=m; i = 1; : : : ; n1}. But we do
not know yet the way how to choose the aimed one from mn1 candidates derived by an iteration.
If we were to propose a global convergent algorithm regardless of practical usage under desirably
multiple precision arithmetic then it would be as follows:
Step 0: Let  be an initial value and choose  such that a circle with center  and radius 
contains no zero of f. Take m¿ and k = 0. Let n1 be a integer which is greater than a guessed
multiplicity of z1.
Step 1: Let k = k + 1 and m=m+ 10. Then compute T (; ; m;f). Let {x(k)j ; j = 1; : : : ; mn1} be
mn1 values of {+ ((T − i)=T )1=m; i = 1; : : : ; n1}: mk = m.
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Step 2: Observing all points {x(r)j ; r = 1; : : : ; k; j = 1; : : : ; mrn1}, choose yr from {x(r)j ; j =
1; : : : ; mrn1} so that the 1nite sequence {yr}kr=1 seems to have inclination to converge as k → ∞.
If |yk − yk−1| be suOciently small then we decide yk to be a well approximating zero and stop. If
{yr} seems to be convergent then put = yk and go to step 0 else go to step 1. (The existence of
{yr}kr=1 is assured by Theorems 2 and 5.)
This algorithm is absurdly expensive for practical use. So we compromise by changing step 2
to choose x from {x(k)j ; j = 1; : : : ; m} which satis1es the conditions |f(x)| = mink |f(xk)| and
|f(x)|¡ |f()|. Our numerical experiments show that it brings a satisfactory working algorithm
in practice and in eOciency.
3. Algorithm and related processes
In this section we propose an algorithm for such an analytic function f: f(z)=
∑
pk(z) exp(qk(z))
where maxk deg(pk(z)) = p and maxk deg(qk(z)) = ¡ 5. We denote by 5 a value such that if
|f(z)|¡5 then we decide z to be a zero of f. For other kinds of analytic functions we should set
other values for p. We should note that the number m is tuned for functions of order less than 5
after our numerical experiments.
Algorithm of NIEM for an analytic function
5 := 1:0E− 10; 6 := 0:9; p := 5
q1 := 1; q2 := 1000
← initial value (; say 0)
while |f()|¿5 do
m← 10
r1 ← min(p|f()=f′()|; |f()|1=p)
max ← r1; min ← 0; ← r1=p
RESTART:
repeat
t ← T (; ; m;f); s← S(; ; m;f)
if |(t − 1)=t|6 q1 then
max ← ; ← (max + min)=2
else if |(t − 1)=t|¿ q2 then
min ← ; ← (max + min)=2
end if
until q1¡ |(t − 1)=t|¡q2
x ← + s=t
if |f(x)|¡6|f()| then
← x
else
Get m values of {(t − 1)=t}1=m as {x(i)} (i = 1; : : : ; m)
Choose x which satis1es |f(+ x)|=mini |f(+ x(i))|
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if |f(+ x)|¡6|f()| then
← + x
else
m← m+ 1
goto RESTART
end if
end if
end while
Remark. All the parameters are not determined de1nitely yet, for example, r1 is just the values for
polynomials (see [5]). Therefore it may take a long time to adjust  so that q1¡ |(T − 1)=T |¡q2.
As is seen in [14], denoting T = 8+ i9 for 8; 9∈R we have for n1¿ 0∣∣∣∣T − n1T
∣∣∣∣¡q⇔
{
(1− q2)[(8− n1=(1− q2))2 + 92 − n21q2=(1− q2)2]¡ 0 if q = 1;
8¿ 12 if q= 1:
If we denote a circular domain with center z and radius r by U (z; r) then we have {T | 1¡ |(T −
n1)=T |¡ 1000}= {T = 8+ i9 | 86 12} ∪U (n1=1− 10002; |1000n1=1− 10002|)C . We should note that|T (; ; m;f)|¿ 1 for large || and that |T (; ; m;f)|1 for small || with properly large m. Since
T (; ; m;f) is a continuous function of  for 1xed  and m, the condition 1¡ |(T −n1)=T |¡ 1000,
which is a condition stated in Theorem 5, will be satis1ed by changing || in the algorithm.
Remark. This algorithm is designed for double precision Koating point number. In order to avoid
the eJect of rounding errors and to pursue the implementation of the above algorithm, the multiple
precision arithmetic may be employed for more complicated functions. Then the value of parameters
(5, q1; q2 and m) should be changed properly.
Remark. This algorithm is to compute a zero of f. In order to get more zeros from in1nitely many
ones, we should have a plan what kind of zeros are computed.
Let C1 be a circle with center O1 and radius R1; C2 be a circle with center O1 and radius 32R1
and Fk(z) = f(z)=
∏k
j=0 (z − z(j)) where z(k)’s are computed zeros.
Strategy to get all zeros within a de+nite circle C1
N0 ← the nearest integer to T (O1; R1; 50;f) {if N0 = 0 then end}
K ← certain integer
d← suOciently small complex number
= O1; k = 0; n= 0
z(k) ← result of NIEM for f with  as an initial value
while k6K and n6N0 do
if |z(k) − O1|6R1 then
n← n+ 1
endif
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if |z(k) − O1|¿ 32R1 then
= O1
else
= z(k) + d
endif
k ← k + 1
z(k) ← result of NIEM for Fk with  as an initial value
end while
Remark. In this strategy, a zero of Fk is computed. The process should be continued while the zero
of Fk can be considered as the zero of f. For this reason, we should not choose K so large.
Remark. Even though it is wasteful, we compute all zeros within the concentric circle whose radius
is 32 times greater than that of de1nite one in order to avoid the inKuences of zeros located near to
the de1nite circle.
4. Numerical examples
Example 1. First example is chosen from a practical problem in the paper by K. Engelborghs et al.
[4], that is, f1(z) = a + bz + z2 − hz2 exp(−tz), with a = 1; b = 0:5; h = −0:82465048736655 and
t = 6:74469732735569.
Taking R1 = 1; K = 10; d= 0:001 and changing O1 along the imaginary axis, we obtain all the
zeros of f1 which are illustrated in Kravanja’s book [8, p. 34, Fig. 1.3].
We consider the eOciency of our method through estimating the number of evaluation of f(z).
In the case O1 = 0, we have N0 = 4 and there are 6 zeros within the circle with center 0 radius 1.5.
We computed 6 zeros afterall to get 4 zeros we want. During this process the numbers of function
evaluation of f(z) and f′(z) are about 360 = 6 × 10 × 3 × 2 and 180, respectively, because the
average number of iterations to get one zero was less than 3. The numbers in 360 = 6× 10× 3× 2
are those from the following facts: the number of zeros is 6, m= 10, 3 times iteration were carried
out and f(z)’s are evaluated two times, that is, once in numerical integration and once in checking
the approximated values. Let us compare the eOciency with Kravanja’s method by considering the
same case. From our estimation about hundreds times of evaluation of f(z) are requested for his
method to produce the formal orthogonal polynomial, zeros of which are good approximation of
f(z). Thus the eOciency of our method is comparable with that of Kravanja.
Above situation of eOciency is similar with the other methods of subdividing the region: for
example, one by Delvess and Lyness also needs hundreds times of evaluation of f(z) to locate
zeros in a small region and produce an interpolating polynomial.
Finding zeros of analytic function of order 1 is rather easy problem for our method. So our
method work well with more saving parameter of m = 5 although we set m = 10 in the proposed
algorithm.
Next example is a function of order three whose coeOcients are chosen arbitrarily.
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Fig. 1. Produced zeros of f2 with O1 = 0.
Example 2.
f2(z) = (z3 − iz2 + 2z − 3)e(1+i)z2+2z−1+i
+(3z4 − 3z2 − z + 1)e−2z2−z
+(0:25z2 + 0:01z − 3)ez3−z2+2iz+1
+ (1:5z5 + 1:1z4 − 1:9z3 + 3z2 − 3)e(−1+2i)z3−3z2 :
Taking R1 =1; O1 =0; K=10 and d=0:001, we obtain N0 =3 and Fig. 1 illustrates produced zeros
in the region ±2 ± 2i. z(6); z(7) and z(8) exist the interior of C1. The average number of iterations
to get one zero was 3.0.
Since O1 is situated rather remote from zeros, the 1rst some zeros we got were not the nearest
ones from O1, because, as is seen by Fig. 2, there exist many zeros not so apart from aimed zeros.
Changing O1 successively in the region ±2±2i we can obtain the other zeros of f2; black dots in
Fig. 2 (Multiple marks in Fig. 2 are zeros which are produced by the multiple precision arithmetic.)
f2 has successively distributed close zeros in a domain somewhat far from the origin. Using the
double precision arithmetic, the stopping condition is not satis1ed for close zeros of f2 by the eJect
of rounding errors.
If f2 has many zeros in the interior of C1 then it could be K ¡N0. And we cannot choose an
extremely large K from the aforementioned reason. Therefore we should not put R1 so large for f2
even if the multiple precision arithmetic is employed.
We can con1rm that our method works well whenever each value, say T , can be computed.
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Fig. 2. Produced zeros of f2.
5. Conclusions
We can say as concluding remarks:
1. NIEM can be applied to an analytic function f of 1nite order to get all zeros in a speci1ed
region even in the case that zeros of f are distributed successively in the complex plane. Especially,
checking the generalized criterion of Hermite–Biehler [9] on the distribution of zeros of an analytic
function of exponential type, NIEM will be applied easily to try to 1nd zeros in the delicate region
to be tested.
2. Owing to the reducing eJect of exponential part of the analytic function by cyclotomically
taken points for numerical integration, properties of NIEM for polynomials stand also for analytic
functions of 1nite order: Representation formula of numerical integration, Global convergence, Error
estimates, The order of local convergence (=m+ 1), etc.
3. Parameters of NIEM are not still optimal. More numerical experiments for many kinds of
functions should be executed to get optimal parameters in addition to the theoretical studies on
improvement of the eOciency.
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